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EARLY YEARS
BY MILANA MALIAUKAITE
AND SUZANNE MCGINNIS

WEEK AT A GLANCE

Our early age learners reviewed
vowel sounds, phonics and
numbers. We continued to
practice our pencil control skills,
numbers from 1-20, and reading
with Glenn Doman method.
We also have been learning
different spring songs and
enjoyed seasonal arts and crafts
activities.
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LITERACY
Young learners have shown
amazing improvement and
increased ability at
recognizing words by using
the Glenn Doman method. It
is also used to practice
reading words and to
explore phonics and simple
sight words with pictures
and captions.

UNDERSTANDING THE WORLD
The students were introduced to transportation
topics. They got a better understanding of
numberous forms of transport and enjoyed singing
songs about safety on the road . Children also were
decorating Easter eggs due to easter celebration.

NUMERACY
Our children worked very hard on
number recognition and tracing
numbers activity during our virtual
lesson and with continued practice
at home. To help our early age
learners remember, they
completed an order numbering
P A Gactivity
E 02

LOWER PRIMARY
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BY HELEN SMART

Well done again everyone for keeping
up the pace and the constancy - I'm
impressed!

YEAR ONE

Our youngest students have continued
with phonics, and this week have been
looking at the sounds made by /SH/
and /CH/. They have also been
exploring the language around food,
expressing preferences and sorting
items into healthy and unhealthy
categories.
In Maths they have been skipcounting
in 5s, 2s and 10s, working on the
concepts of heavy and light and they
have started working on the Prodigy
Maths Game.

Happy birthday
to Cloe, who
turned 6 today.
It was also
Tessa's
birthday!
Happy and
safe holidays to
everyone!

YEAR TWO
In Maths Year 2 have been tackling
multiplication,
learning
about
arrays and trying to memorise the 3
times table. They have also opened
accounts on Prodigy Maths to
enable them to practise a range of
mathematical skills.
In Literacy the students have
continued with stories about
animals, which have included
camels, ladybirds and tigers! Lots of
reading and writing this week, well
Pdone!
AGE 3

YEAR THREE
Year 3 have been learning about adjectives
and nouns this week. They have also been
exploring stories from the desert, which has
included a Mexican folk tale which helped
us explore the theme of fairness.
In Maths we have been looking at
multiplcation and division again, as well as
starting on the Prodigy program to keep
other skills ticking over.

UPPER PRIMARY
BY HARMONY RUTHERFORD

In science, students continued
their learning on forces, focusing
on friction. Students conducted
experiments, which included
sliding an object across various
surfaces. Students attempted to
answer questions related to how
the different surfaces impact the
movement of their object. We
learned that smooth surfaces
have less friction and rough
surfaces have more. All students
drew a storyboard to show their
learning.
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In Maths this week Year 5 revised their understanding
of addition and subtraction. We revisited the various
mental strategies of jump, split and compensation
and used them to help us add and subtract
decimals. Year 4 have been solving addition and
subtraction using the written method. We made sure
we estimated what our answer would be first, so we
could check if our final answer was reasonable. Year 6
continued on with algebra, using letters in Maths is
strange but fun!

Zoom fun
LAUGHTER IS THE BEST MEDICINE!

In Topic we learned that the Olympic games originally began in Ancient Greece in
776BCE. We looked at pictures of ancient Greek vases that showed the various
different sports that Greeks played at their Olympic games. Then we made our own
vases to show the different sports we like that are played in modern Olympic
games.
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SECONDARY
BY JACK BLOUNT

What are we doing at
home?
Students are finding
themselves with some
extra time on their hands
and
are
exploring
different ways to keep
themselves
occupied.
This weeks newsletter
will share some insight
into secondary students
home-life
under
quarantine.
ChristopherI hadn’t practised Braille
for quite a long time!
During these days, I took
out my Brailling machine
again and started writing
some things. Learning
how to Braille is like
learning how to ride a bike
– once you know it, you
don’t forget it. However, I
noticed that my speed was
very slow compared to
what it used to be.
However, I still find it to be
a very relaxing activity. I´ll
try to do some every day
during lockdown – who
knows maybe I’ll even
learn
some
Spanish
Braille! Christopher
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Andrea-

Adi-

When I finish the class
with my teacher I study a
little bit and then I do
some physical exercise or
watch a movie with my
sister. This depends on
the day. When I finish
watching the movie or
doing exercise I take a
shower so then I relax. At
20:00, in my town, people
applaud as a thank you
gesture for all the doctors
that are doing a really
great job in helping all the
people that have Covid19. I also do it to say
thank you to all doctors for
their help.

During these days of
quarantine,
I
have
practised my programming
skills and improved some
of my computer languages
such as Lua and Php. I
have also watched new
movies on Netflix and
played
some
games
during my free time. Also,
when
I
had
the
opportunity, I took a little
break and went to the
balcony to breathe some
fresh
air.
Also,
my
drumming has gone pretty
good,
the
drumming
teacher has figured out a
way I could continue the
classes, and so, we call
on Skype and start the
drumming class. It feels
like I am in a real class
and that puts me under
the
impression
that
nothing has happened.
The same happens in
school. I am not bored at
all!

